Message from Editor-in-Chief

I am both elated and excited to be able to present you the first Journal of BUP. Publication of this journal is truly a hallmark event in the history of our university. As the intellectual mirror, such journal reflects a great deal of individual as well as collective wisdom, sagacity and knowledge. I am certain that BUP JOURNAL shall also bear similar essence and unfold vistas of new ideas and knowledge before our readers.

When I visit other organizations and attend various programme, I am often asked about the state and standard of BUP. My responses have been emphatically optimistic, because we are determined to make BUP's future brighter. Our highly dedicated faculties and staffs, motivated students and positional advantages are all set to ensure that lofty goal.

Our recent events and achievements have generated much hopes and zeal to push BUP to greater heights. We shall harness this renewed vigour to advance BUP's leadership role in tertiary education. We plan to turn our university into a seat of superb higher learning, outstanding co and extra curricula activities and ground-breaking researches, braving all shortcomings and challenges as a new university.

We are happy to reveal that soon our campus, with modern class rooms, auditorium, offices, library and labs would be completed. We are hiring more capable faculties and staffs for imparting and supporting learning and teaching. Digitization of the university has already been done successfully. Indeed, we are continuously seeking ways and means to ensure our students' university education and their BUP experiences more rewarding and fulfilling.

Finally, I take this opportunity to congratulate and commend the Editorial Board, all contributors/authors, reviewers and all others involved in the process of the publication of this journal. On the whole, I express my profound satisfaction and exhilaration on this momentous occasion.

Wish you all happy reading!
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